
The Benefit is for the Environment The Reward is to the Fleet

DXP is a fuel enhancement solution that was engineered and developed in Australia under the Boeing Quality Assurance
System. DXP has been tested under the National Australian Testing Authority, holding ISO 9001:2001 QA Certifications.

Every batch is tested to guarantee the quality of our products to insure the consistency of benefits provided to the
Environment and Fleet

DXP has been tested and evaluated by both Cummins and Caterpillar - Test Results are available on our website.

Bring me your questions

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT WHEN FIRST RUNNING DXP

You will notice changes within the first hour of continuous running of the engine. There will continue to be noticeable enhancements over
the coming weeks of use. We do recommend to check your fuel filter after the first dose as contaminants can be dislodged as the fuel

system cleans out. The operator will notice the black smoke and noise levels will be reduced and engine power will improve.

FLEET REWARDS
REDUCE FUEL CONSUMPTION

CLEAN INJECTORS

REDUCE FUEL SYSTEM WEAR

EXTEND FUEL FILTER LIFE

INCREASE ENGIN POWER

IMPROVE FUEL RESIDUAL FLOW

ENVIRONMENT BENEFITS
REDUCE ENGINE NOISE NOISE

REDUCE BLACK SMOKE

REDUCE EMISSIONS

• CO2 4% TO 20% REDUCTION

• CO 4% TO 16% REDUCTION

IMPROVE FUEL RESIDUAL FLOW

FUEL STORAGE BENEFITS

ISSUE: Condensation is unavoidable in fuel tanks. Concerns of moisture rise with bulk fuel on-site
storage tanks, including equipment with large capacity fuel tanks especially. Water in your fuel tanks will
lead to microbial growth and corrosion of the tank as well as degrade your fuel quality causing
significant damage to the engine.

ANSWER: DXP will not only eliminate the issue of moisture, algae growth, and corrosion, but will
reduce your fleets carbon footprint while improving your engine’s performance and reducing fuel
consumption rates.
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